About the Learning Update

The Learning Update delivers an upcoming schedule of Department of Defense Patient Safety Program (DoD PSP) and other patient safety activities, tools and resources to help you increase your patient safety knowledge and skills.

Please note that information about patient safety activities are continuously updated. Check out the Calendar of Events on the DoD PSP web site to get the latest details and confirm information provided here.

---

**Patient Safety On-Demand eLearning Courses**

*Instructor-led or self-paced online learning sessions focused on a specific product*

**On-Demand eLearning: Joint Patient Safety Reporting Training Videos**
Access the JPSR Video Knowledge Base, a collection of brief videos in Joint Knowledge Online, demonstrating the following JPSR functionalities:
- How to Enter a Patient Safety Event.
- Investigation Form.
- Searching.
- Reporting.
- Hotspots.

Learn more

**On-Demand eLearning: Root Cause Analysis**
This self-paced module outlines the DoD Patient Safety Program’s suggested practices for conducting a root cause analysis, from the initial reporting of a patient safety event through the formation of the RCA Team to the identification of contributing factors and root causes and the recommendation of corrective actions.

Register now

---

**Patient Safety Learning Circles**

*In-person or web-based forums focused on a specific topic*

**TeamSTEPPS® Webinar – American Hospital Association (AHA)**
Please check our Calendar of Events for updates on this webinar.

**The Joint Commission**
There are multiple opportunities to attend accreditation and certification webinars offered by The Joint Commission.

Learn more

**How to Build Better Behavioral Health in the Emergency Department – Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI)**
July 12, 2018 from 2-3 p.m. EDT

**Speakers:**
- Scott Zeller, MD, vice president of acute psychiatry, Vituity
- Robin Henderson, PsyD, chief executive, Behavioral Health, Providence Medical Group Oregon and Clinical Liaison, Well Being Trust
- Vera Feuer, MD, director of pediatric emergency psychiatry, Northwell Health
- Mara Laderman, MPH, director for innovation, Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI)

Learn More
VA/DoD Clinical Practice Guidelines: Putting Them to Work at Your Facility
July 26, 2018 from 1-2 p.m. EDT

Speakers:
• Lisa D. Jones, BSN, RN, MHA, CPHQ, chronic disease nurse consultant, DoD CPG Coordinator
• M. Eric Rodgers, PhD, FNP-BC, director, Evidence Based Practice Program, Office of Quality, Safety & Value, Department of Veterans Affairs
• Maj. Matthew J. Royall, MD, USAF, chief, Integration Delivery Element, Solution Intelligence Section, User Integration Branch, Defense Health Agency
• COL John Westhoff, MD, MPH, chief, Preventive Medicine, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center

For more information on registering for this webinar, please e-mail TQMC@ECRI.org or call (610) 825-6000, ext. 5800.

Don’t wait to register for other DoD PSP activities!
Click here to view the 2018 DoD PSP Calendar:
www.health.mil/PSPcalendar

Do you have a learning activity or networking opportunity that should be included?
E-mail us here: DHA.patientsafety@mail.mil.